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MALFINI 
PREMIUM®

In each detail

When it comes to exclusive clothes, there’s no 
place for compromise. That’s why our Malfini 
Premium brand reflects the latest trends, excellent 
quality plays first fiddle and unique natural 
materials are the basis. It’s only in this way that 
we’ll interest you, the most demanding customers. 
You’ll combine premium outfits for Urban fashion, 
office or for entertainment precisely according to 
your taste. For instance, in vivid colours, current 
shades or timeless neutral tones. 

If you rank among those who like exceptional 
natural fibres, SUPIMA® cotton will be the right 
choice for you. This variety is cultivated in mere 
1% of the land from the total area where cotton 

is produced. It has got twice longer and stronger 
fibres than ordinary kinds, so it is extremely resilient 
and soft. Premium merino wool is a similar case. The 
sheep out of which this premium fibre originates live 
in a clean mountain setting, which lends a unique 
character to their fine wool. 

All the clothes from Malfini Premium brand will win 
your favour with their quality and modern look. 
Malfini Premium brand products have been designed 
in a duo concept. You can easily adapt it with printing 
or embroidery to your company or club. You can 
give members of your team and business partners 
pleasure in wearing outstanding materials, while 
strengthening the value of your brand.
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MERINO
Characteristics

Merino wool is world renowned for its soft, yet firm 
feel, offering advantages in every area over common 
wool and many other fibers. The reason for these 
qualities is the size of an individual fiber – and merino 
wool fibers are very fine, thinner than 18 microns. As 
such, it is used in every area of fashion from haute 
couture robes to highly functional garments.

This natural wool is sheered from the Merino breed 
of sheep, kept in natural environment (open field), 
with most of the production comes from Australia, 
New Zealand and Argentina. Because sheep don’t 
stop growing wool, they need to be sheered every 
year. Not only is wool a renewable resource, it is also 
biologically degradable – after you throw it out, it will 
decompose and provide soil with nutrients.

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF IT
You can use washing machine up to 40°C 
temperature, making maintenance easy. Of course, 
we recommend washing inside out and with similar 
colours. To preserve the shape, avoid drying in 
direct sunlight and heat, and iron using only steam 
at medium temperature. If your merino clothing 
catches a slight odor, just airing it properly should be 
enough to remove it.

BREATHABLE
Wool fibers can absorb a lot of moisture and lead 
it away from the body, and merino wool is even 
better at it.

NATURALLY ELASTIC
Each fiber works like a small “spring”, expanding and 
contracting back into shape. The fabric, as a result, 
doesn’t wrinkle.

ODOR RESISTANT
Merino wool has antibacterial effects and absorbs 
sweat. Clothes from it stay nice and fresh much 
longer, even in rougher conditions. 

THERMO REGULATING
Unlike synthetic materials, merino fiber is active 
and reacts to changes in body temperature. It 
retains heat when the weather is cold, and cools 
the skin when it’s hot.

PLEASANT TO WEAR
The fine, flexible fibers of merino wool make it very 
comfortable overall. It is soft to the touch, pleasant 
to wear even directly on skin, unlike most other 
types of wool.

BREATHABLE

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

ELASTANE

GENTLE
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MERINO RISE 157

MERINO RISE 158

01 21

01 21

DUO

MERINO

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

MERINO

REGULATION

ODOR RESISTANT

12

12

extra-fine merino wool
wrinkle-free and highly breathable fabric
thermoregulating and antibacterial features
the ability of moisture wicking and odor absorption
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
recommended to dry in the horizontal position

T-shirt Men’s

extra-fine merino wool
wrinkle-free and highly breathable fabric
thermoregulating and antibacterial features
the ability of moisture wicking and odor absorption
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem
inner back neckline with a shell fabric tape
fixing shoulder seams
short fitting sleeves
recommended to dry in the horizontal position

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % merino wool 
17,5 µm, machine wash 

190 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % merino wool 
17,5 µm, machine wash 

190 g/m2, XS -2XL
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EXCLUSIVE 153

EXCLUSIVE 154

00 01 02 93 7183 A3A4

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

00 01 02 93 7183 A3A4

100 % finest SUPIMA® cotton
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a satin tape in 01 colour
fixing shoulder seams

T-shirt Men’s

100 % finest SUPIMA® cotton
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a satin tape in 01 colour
shorter sleeves

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % SUPIMA® cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % SUPIMA® cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL

The brand represents the finest cotton of 1% worldwide production. This type of the US grown Pima cotton 
has over a hundred yearś history. Its unique extra-long fibers are twice the strenght of  regular cotton. 

SUPIMA®
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ACTION 150

ACTION 152

00 01 02 72 709383 85 71 86

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

00 01 02 72 709383 85 71 86

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
decorative stitching

T-shirt Men’s

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
short fitting sleeves
decorative stitching

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

180 g/m2, S - 2XL

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane

180 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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BRAVE 155

BRAVE 156

00 01 02 9383 71

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

00 01 02 9383 71

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

T-shirt Men’s

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
deeper round neckline
narrow 1:1 rib knit neckline hem with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
long sleeves

T-shirt Ladies

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane 

160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 
95 % cotton, 5 % elastane 

160 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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FLASH 260

FLASH 261

00 01 2782

00 01 2782

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

Shirt Men’s

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke
breast and waist darts
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Shirt ladies

Plain weave
73 % cotton, 24 % polyamid, 3 % elastane

110 g/m2, S - 2XL

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke and darts
two-piece shirt collar
collar stays
front parts finished by placket
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Plain weave
60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, slim fit 

105 g/m2, S - 2XL
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DYNAMIC 262

DYNAMIC 263

00 01 2782

00 01 2782

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

Shirt Men’s

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke
breast and waist darts
two-piece shirt collar
front parts finished by placket
long sleeves with angled cuffs and 2 buttons
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (1 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Shirt ladies

Plain weave
73 % cotton, 24 % polyamid, 3 % elastane

110 g/m2, S - 2XL

tailored fit cut with side seams
back part with a double yoke and darts
two-piece shirt collar
collar stays
front parts finished by placket
long sleeves with angled cuffs and 1 button
pearl buttons in the shell fabric colour (2 spare extra)
curved bottom edge

Plain weave
60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, slim fit 

105 g/m2, S - 2XL
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77

77

COLLAR UP 256

COLLAR UP 257

0077 0100 850083778600830044 938300 8600A48300

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

77 00 8644 83 83 778383

0077 0100 850083778600830044 938300 8600A48300
77 00 8644 83 83 778383

A38300

A38300

DRESS UP 271

0077 0100 71

83

938300

WOMEN’S

77 00 83 83

71

8383

71

8383

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
the lower collar part and sleeve hems with contrast stripes
placket with 2 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in the side seams and bottom placket with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt Men’s

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
the lower collar part and sleeve hems with contrast stripes
narrow placket with 4 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in the side seams and bottom placket with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt ladies

Pique, 100 % cotton
215 g/m2, S - 3XL

Pique, 100 % cotton
215 g/m2, XS - 2XL

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems
the lower collar part and sleeve hems with contrast stripes
narrow placket with 4 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in the side seams and bottom placket with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Ladies dress

Pique, 100 % cotton
215 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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PERFECTION PLAIN 251

PERFECTION PLAIN 253

0001 12*00 0100 02 93 70 7100 00 00 00

0001 12*00 0100 02 93 70 7100 00 00 00

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

ELASTANE

ELASTANE

01 00 00 00 00 00 00

01 00 00 00 00 00 00

* Material composition may differ:  Colour 12 - 80 % cotton, 15 % viscose, 5 % elastane

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt Men’s

stretch fabric for better dimensional stability
slim fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar and sleeve hems with a contrast stripe
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams

Polo shirt ladies

Pique, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
200 g/m2, S - 3XL

Pique, 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane
200 g/m2, S - 2XL
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GRAND 259

GRAND 269

0001 0100 0271 7102A4 A3

MEN’S

DUO

DUO

WOMEN’S

01 83 00 71 0283

83 83

0001 0100 0271 7102A4 A3
01 83 00 71 0283

83 83

cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
placket with 3 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
cotton treated by mercerization

Polo shirt Men’s

slight fit cut with side seams
1:1 rib knit collar with a contrast stripe
narrow placket with 5 buttons in the shell fabric colour
slits in side seams with a contrast tape
inner neckline with a contrast tape
fixing shoulder seams
cotton treated by mercerization

Polo shirt ladies

Single Jersey, 100 % mercerized cotton
160 g/m2, S - 3XL

Single Jersey, 100 % mercerized cotton
160 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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BOMBER 453

BOMBER 454

01 0212*

01 0212*

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

71

71

* Material composition may differ:  Colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose

straight cut with side parts
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
2:2 rib knit “bomber” collar with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a tape
dividing seam pockets with a hidden zipper 
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
unbrushed inner side

Men’s sweatshirt

cut fitted by side parts
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
2:2 rib knit “bomber” collar with 5 % elastane
inner back neckline with a tape
dividing seam pockets with a hidden zipper 
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
unbrushed inner side

Ladies sweatshirt

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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VOYAGE 452

VOYAGE 451

01 0212*

01 0212*

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

71

71

* Material composition may differ: Colour 12 - 85 % cotton, 15 % viscose; 65 % cotton, 35 % polyester

straight cut with side seams
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
drawcord hood with lining
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves with decorative stitching
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
contrast elements
unbrushed inner side

Men’s sweatshirt

slight fit cut with side seams
full-length metal zipper
zipper puller with engraved logo
drawcord hood with lining
inner neckline with a tape
raglan sleeves with decorative stitching
kangaroo patch pockets
2:2 rib knit bottom hem and cuffs with 5 % elastane
contrast elements
unbrushed inner side

Ladies sweatshirt

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, S - 3XL

French terry, unbrushed inner side 
100 % cotton 

320 g/m2, XS - 2XL
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EVEREST 552

EVEREST 551

01 02

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

A3A4

01 02 A3A4

71

71

EVEREST 553

EVEREST 554

01 02

DUO

WOMEN’S

MEN’S

DUO

A3A4

01 02 A3A4

71

71

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
hood with lining
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Men’s jacket

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
cut fitted by side parts
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
hood with lining
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Ladies jacket

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
S - 3XL

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
XS - 2XL

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Men’s vest

lightweight quilted warm fabric 
cut fitted by side parts
full-length reverse coil zipper with chin protection
pockets with reverse coil zipper
access for branding in back lining
trimmed by elastic stripe
contrast elements (except 01 colour)

Ladies vest

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
S - 3XL

Plain weave, micro fiber - 100 % polyamide
mid layer: 100 % polyester
XS - 2XL
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BAMBOO TOWEL 951

0021 27 26

UNISEX

BAMBOO BATH TOWEL 952

0021 27 26

UNISEX

heavy weight bamboo woven terry
decorative bordure with satin yarns
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
luxury gift suitable for embroidery

Towel

Terry, 70 % viscose (bamboo), 30 % cotton
50 x 100 cm

450 g/m2, bordure: 7,5 cm

heavy weight bamboo woven terry
decorative bordure with satin yarns
soft and highly absorbent fabric
label useful as a hanging loop
luxury gift suitable for embroidery

Bath Towel

Terry, 70 % viscose (bamboo), 30 % cotton
70 x 140 cm 

450 g/m2, bordure: 7,5 cm
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